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Grapes, Wine
and Kilei
Hakerem #3:
The Problem of Kilei Hakerem in the New
Cultivation Method
The approach of not harming fauna and
flora is generally appropriate, but not
when it comes to grapevines. The Torah
commanded us not to interplant grains
and legumes in a vineyard, and even
obligated us to uproot any such crops and
grapevines when grown together. This is a
biblical injunction, “ ”פן תקדש המלאהwhich
the Gemara explains as ““ ”פן תוקד אשlest
it be liable for burning” (Kiddushin 56b).
This situation poses a conflict between the
universal value of preserving nature and

the Torah injunction against intercropping.
This conflict raises several questions:
Which types of crops are prohibited due
to kilei hakerem?
From which stage in the growth of
cover crops and grapes does the
prohibition begin?
Is it prohibited to cultivate plants that
sprout in the vineyard on their own?
When should one uproot weeds in the
vineyard and how should it be done? Is
mowing them down sufficient?
Are there halachically permissible
solutions for keeping weeds or cover crops
in the vineyard without transgressing the
prohibition of kilei hakerem?
Solutions for growing weeds in the
vineyard
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What can we offer farmers interested
in growing cover crops for professional
reasons (drift prevention, reducing soil
hardening, etc.) while still observing the
halachot of kilei hakerem?
There are certain types of annual
legumes that are not grown today for
human or animal consumption, and they
can be sown in fields to receive the same
benefit. Sowing one of these legumes
without allowing weeds to sprout
can be a viable solution for farmers
(a list of legumes was made by Torah
Veha’aretz Institute).
Conclusion:
The new trend of leaving weeds in the
vineyard is prohibited according to
most poskim and doing so poses the
halachic risk of producing wine that is
prohibited for drinking and benefit.
This method is possible for orchards, but
not for vineyards.
Farmers interested in growing cover
crops in the vineyard, for various reasons,
should first consult with a competent
halachic authority in the field.
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